
Heath says community gardening is perfect for people who don’t have a sunny spot in their yard for a garden or
prefer the convenience of raised beds with a water source and tools close at hand. The cost of renting a bed
starts at $3 a year, depending on size. The gardeners provide their own seeds or bedding plants, must water the
plants and pull weeds in their assigned bed, and get to keep what they grow.

MORE THAN A GARDEN

What’s old is new again at the corner of North York Street and West Granite Avenue. The once-neglected patch of
land has been a City-sponsored community garden since 2013. A total of 31 raised garden beds are made from
discarded boat docks. Old metal bed frames and bicycle wheels have been turned into trellises for climbing plants
like green beans, cucumbers and flowers.

Scattered along the straight lines of beds is a hodgepodge of brightly colored planters made out of unexpected
things: a sink, a wheelbarrow, a fire hydrant. Keep Gastonia Beautiful Special Projects Coordinator Julie Heath
says some items were donated, others were plucked from piles at the curb during Excess Household Trash
Weeks. “When people no longer want an item, we look at it in a creative light,” she says. “How can we use that in
the garden as a planter or a piece of art?”

A few months ago, someone dumped an old playground set on the property.
Heath says their first thought was to get it hauled away. “Then we realized the
playset was made out of recycled materials,” she says. “So we took what could
have been a negative and made it a positive.” That playset was converted into a
number of items in the garden including several tables, a bench, birdhouses and
pieces of art.

A discarded mailbox? It now features a Bee City theme, and Heath uses it like a
mailbox to provide handouts for the gardeners. A rejected newspaper box? It’s
now a centralized storage container for garden tools like spades and weed
diggers. Old glass bottles have been repurposed as bedding borders and visual
art. Unwanted wrought-iron lawn furniture is now painted in bright colors,
providing an inviting place to sit. Rocks are also painted in fun colors or with
special messages. A broken garden shovel was turned into two posts to hold a
sign advertising that garden plots are for rent.

Each of the 31 beds is tagged with an old license plate. “Instead of renting Bed Number 2, it’s way more fun to rent
Bed Tennessee or New Jersey,” Heath says. And everything that is repurposed is not ending up in a landfill.
Encouraging recycling and repurposing is one of KGB’s missions.

Keep Gastonia Beautiful revamped the Highland Community Garden during the COVID-imposed slowdown of
2020, continuing the updates into 2021. Railroad ties that formed the original raised beds were deteriorating, so
the boat-dock material was brought in. Gravel replaced the foot-trampled grass walkways. Adding the scattered
repurposed items gives the garden a whimsical flair. City employees from many departments and volunteers from
Gaston Early College High School are among those who helped with the re-do.

It’s not just the colorful stash of retro items around the garden that suddenly have new life. Old-fashioned
concepts like kindness, volunteering, growing your own food and looking out for each other are also blossoming in
the Highland Community Garden. As Heath puts it, “It is Keep Gastonia Beautiful’s hope that this corner will
continue to be a place to gather, to educate children and to make the Highland Community – and all of Gastonia –
proud!”

Highland Community Garden rules and application

Gastonia's Highland Community Garden

According to Heath, the City is doing far more than providing gardening space. “I look at this garden as an
opportunity to build relationships, a place for folks to gather, and it’s something the Highland Community can
be proud of,” she says.

It’s a great place for student field trips, as they learn about plants and where food comes
from, and also about bees and pollinators, shapes, colors, even scavenger hunts based on
the license plates and other fun surprises in the garden.

Last year, Keep Gastonia Beautiful planted zinnia seeds in a few beds that weren’t rented.
During the summer, staff and volunteers knocked on doors of nearby homes and
businesses, giving them the cut flowers as a gift. “We want them to know that we are their
neighbor,” Heath says. “And it got us thinking about an initiative we call ‘planting for
kindness.’ We hope to do more of that, pun intended,” she says. 

https://www.cityofgastonia.com/images/keepgastoniabeautiful/2022_growing_season_complete_package.pdf

